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After establishing the relationship between concrete Watson transforms 
and certain convolution operators, R. R. Goldberg [l] proves the following 
theorem of Bochner and Chandrasekharan [2]. 
THEOREM 1. Let W be a concrete Watson transform on L2(0, co). Then 
W = W,E where E is the operator on L2(0, co) given by f(x) -+ x-‘f(x-l) 
and the operator W, , considered on RI, commutes with all translations. 
The purpose of this note is to show that Theorem 1 is an easy consequence 
of a result of Goldberg in [3], thus establishing the group-theoretic nature 
of Theorem 1. 
First we list some definitions. Let G be a locally compact abelian group 
with dual group G. We denote by S the Fourier-Plancherel transform from 
L’?(G) to L2(e). F or any function y on G, define v’(x) = ~(x-‘) (x E G) and 
denote by P the unitary operator v --+ vi on L2(G). If # E Lm(C?), denote by 
M+ the multiplication operator h -+ $h on L2(@. A Watson transform on G 
is an operator U on L2(G) which has the form U = P-lMFP where 
# ELM and I# 1 = 1 a.e. Thus P is a Watson transform, and every 
Watson transform is a unitary operator. 
A Watson kernel on (0, co) is a measurable function k such that 
h(t)/t EL~(O, co) and 
s 
m k(at) k(bt) tm2 dt = min (a, b) for all a, b > 0. 
0 
An operator Won L2(0, co) is a concrete Watson transform iff there is a Watson 
kernel K such that g = Wf (f, g in L2(0, co)) if and only if 
,: g(y) dr = j-r 4xy)f (r) y-l dy (x > 0). 
1 Partially supported by N.S.F. grant GP 3930. 
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The relationship between concrete and abstract Watson transforms is as 
follows. Denote by Go the multiplicative group of positive real numbers. The 
dual group e, is R1, and the Fourier transform 9 is the Mellin transform. 
There is a natural unitary equivalence A from P(O, co) onto L2(G,) given by 
(Af) (x) = ~l’“f(x). Any unitary equivalence of Hilbert spaces A : HI --f H, 
determines an isomorphism of their operator algebras defined by S + A-?SA. 
In [3], the following is established, although not stated in exactly this form. 
THEOREM 2. Under the equivalence A, the concrete Watson transforms are 
in one-one correspondence with the Watson transforms on G, . 
Specifically, given a Watson kernel K, put K(x) = X+%(X), F = Af’ 
G = Ag. Then g = Wf for the corresponding concrete Watson transform 
iff R * G = K *FL (* denotes convolution on the group G,), where t1/2R(t) 
is the characteristic function of (1, co). Since I/ = g/l? has modulus 1 a.e., 
g= Wfiff G=*fll, or G = Ft-l(#S(F”)) = (P-lM@Z’) (F). Conversely, 
every such 1/, defines such a K. 
The elementary concrete Watson transform E corresponds to the transform 
PonL2(G,). Indeed, if 7 = Af, so that p)(x) = x1’2f(x), then p’(x) = xll”f*(x) 
wheref *(x) = (l/x)f(l/x). Hence A-‘PA = E. 
We can now prove Theorem 1. Given a concrete Watson transform W on 
L2(0, co), take I,$ sLm(R1) with 1 I/ ) = 1 a.e. such that 
W = A-lUA = A-19-‘M4flPA. 
Then W = W,E where WI = B-lM#B, B = 9A. Let T be the unitary 
equivalence of L2(R1) onto L2(0, m) defined by (Tg) (x) = x-lj2g (log x). 
The assertion of Theorem 1 is that T-lW,T = (BT)-1 M,(BT) commutes 
with all translations on the line. But if g belongs to L1(R1) n L2(R1), 
(BTg) (u) = jrn tiu-*t-*g(log t) dt = jrn eiUfg(t) d[ = j(u). 
0 -co 
Hence BT is the usual Fourier transform on R1, and it is thus obvious that 
(BT)-l M,(BT) commutes with translations. 
A similar result holds for n-dimensional Watson transforms. Let R,+ 
be the set of all n-tuples (x1 , me*, x J with all xi > 0 and let G, be the multi- 
plicative group whose underlying set is R,+. A Watson kernel on R,+ is a 
measurable function K such that h(t, ,**a, tn)/tl *se t, is in L2(R,+) and 
00 
. . . 
I s 
m k(a,t, ,... , a,t,J h&t, ,..., b&J tr2 **a ti2 dt, *a. dt, 
0 0 
= min (a, , b,) ... min (a,, b,) 
for all positive n-tuples (al ;e., a,), (b, ,-OS, b,). An n-dimensional concrete 
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Watson transform is an operator W on LZ(&+) for which there exists a 
Watson kernel K such that g = Wf( f, g E L2(R,+)) iff 
Xl 
i s 
%I . . . g(tl ,..., t,) dt, 1.. dt, 
0 0 m = s i . . . M &lYl j***, ~nYn>f(Y1 ,...> m) y;’ ... y;’ dy, ... dyn 0 0 
for all positive n-tuples (x1 ,.a., x~). 
The concrete n-dimensional Watson transforms correspond under a unitary 
equivalence to the Watson transforms on the group G, . Arguing as above, we 
therefore obtain: 
THEOREM 3. Let W be an n-dimensional concrete Watson transform on 
L2(R,+) and let E be the operator given by 
(Ef) (x1 )..., xn) = x;l ... x;‘f (cc;‘,...) xi’). 
Then E is an n-dimensional concrete Watson transform, and W = W,E where 
the unitary operator W, , considered on R”, commutes with all translations. 
One might suspect that every n-dimensional Watson kernel is a product 
of one-dimensional kernels: k(t, ;**, t,) = k,(t,) .*a k,(t,), but this is not 
the case. For example, let 
f @I j***, 24,) = 2” exp (iul . * * u,) (1 + 4u,r)-i’r *. . (1 + 4u,a)-“a. 
Then f E L2(R”) and so f is the Mellin transform of some K eL2(G,). If 
k(t, j.**j L) = (t1 **a tp K(tl ,.‘., t ) n Y 
then k is a Watson kernel on R,+, but k is not a product of one-dimensional 
kernels, since K is not a product K,(t,) *a* K,(t,) with the Kj in L2(G,). 
Laboring the obvious, let me point out that the true generalization of 
Theorem 1 is perhaps the observation, now almost trivial, that on any locally 
compact Abelian group G, every Watson transform U factors as U = VIP 
where Pp’ = $- and the unitary operator U, (= P-lM+S) commutes with 
translation by any element of G. 
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